Seaway Valley Amateur Radio Club
Next Club Meeting: Wednesday, May 26th, 2021
Virtual meeting on repeater—VE3PGC 443.650 and EchoLink until further notice.

Time: 19:00h (07:00 PM)
Guest Speaker: Cancelled until further notice

Deadline for newsletter submissions is ONE week prior to the next meeting.

P R E S I D E N T ’ S M E S S A G E - L a r r y G i g u e r e ( VA 3 R S Q )
Well spring has finally arrived with some warm weather heading our way.
Not too soon for my liking.
I see stay at home orders are extended till after the long weekend. Will
they ever stop? Hopefully soon so things can get back to normal whatever
that may be after this Covid.
I would like to thank Murray VE3XLJ for doing an excellent job on his
Zoom meeting. As well Art VE3AIH for setting up the simplex test. It went
well and we know where we stand now in case our repeater system goes
down completely. Thanks to all those who took part and helped with both
the above. It took time and coordination to get the results put into a grid
so we can all understand.
At the May meeting we can discuss Zoom as we have only one more
meeting before summer shutdown. I know everyone is keen on this idea
but hopefully after the summer break we will be able to meet face to face
again.
Everyone stay healthy, safe and keep your distance to help stop this terrible virus from spreading.
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SVARC Executive 2020—2021
• President: Larry Giguere (VA3RSQ)

www.svarc.ca

4672 O’Keefe Road
St. Andrews West, ON
K0C2A0

• Vice President: Doug Pearson (VE3HTR)
• Secretary: Chris Lauzon (VA3CRR)
• Treasurer: Elizabeth Halliwell (VE3EZH)

The Seaway Valley Amateur Radio Club operates a number of repeaters
in Cornwall and Area. VE3SVC is a VHF Yaesu FM only repeater operating
at 147.180 + and a tone of 110.9 Hz. On UHF, VE3PGC, a Yaesu C4FM
Fusion repeater with wide area coverage, is located at Bonville. It operates at 443.650 + and a tone of 110.9 Hz. For other repeaters see the
Repeater Page at SVARC.ca

• Technical Consultant: Doug Pearson
• Club Membership: Elizabeth Halliwell
• Net Manager: Tom Todd (VA3KD)
• ARES Coordinator: Earle DePass (VE3IMP)
• Editor/Publisher: Murray MacDonnell (VE3XLJ)

Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES)
The Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES) is composed of certified Radio Amateurs who have voluntarily registered their qualifications and equipment for communications duty in the public service when disaster strikes.

Upcoming Events

A listing of repeaters that are easily accessed from
the Cornwall area are on our Club page.
It can be found at..
https://www.svarc.ca
Also, check out the “Swap” page!

The Seaway Valley Amateur
Radio Club is a proud
Radio Amateurs of Canada
Affiliated Club.

The SVARC Repeater reports are available on the club website under “Area Repeater List”
https://www.svarc.ca/

From the Editor, Murray MacDonnell, VE3XLJ
Dear Fellow Hams..
It’s May and My Habs are beating the Leafs.. Well, at least in Game one…...we shall see
what Saturday night brings for an outcome. I will likely find out what Crow tastes like ;)
We have had several contributions to this month’s newsletter and I thank all those who sent
them in. Please remember that IF you like an article that was sent in, and/or it was of interest to you, to THANK the contributor. Perhaps on the next Net night we could give those
folks who took some extra time to contribute to the Club via these submissions, a “pat on
the back” and say THANKS! Personally, I have really enjoyed the articles Tom, KD sent regarding train whistles and keys and I also enjoyed seeing some of Art’s QSL card collection. I
enjoy all the submissions and get to read them several times!
Remember we are a a “Club” which is defined as .. “an association of people united by a
common interest or goal”. We are united by our interest in Ham Radio. However, everyone
may like different aspects of the hobby. Some CW, some HF, some building and some not,
some Digital and all the niches in between. Remember, It accomplishes nothing to talk disparagingly about another’s particular interest in Radio. We are in this together. Respect,
helpfulness and a willingness to learn new things and then pass on that knowledge, should
be our calling card.
The mini survey results are compiled and on page 12. Check them out.
Larry, also sent in some updated information on the repeaters in NY State. Thanks Larry.
If my memory doesn’t fail me, there should be two attachments to this email.
1.
2.

The Simplex report. An exercise suggested by Art, VE3AIH
The WARC Newsletter sent to me by ED, VE3EAH, that provides a glimpse in to the
Winnipeg and Manitoba Ham activities.

And finally, those with a QRZ account, check out these two
callsigns. Wear a Bib to keep the drool off of your keyboard!
KE5EE and ZS4JAN
Came across an interesting QRZ page?? Send it along!
‘73
Murray

Agenda
General Monthly Meeting
May 26th, 2021
Virtual Meeting on VE3PGC

07:00 PM

Meeting starts

Business Arising :

Minutes of last meeting – April 28 2021– Chris (VA3CRR)
Treasurers Report – Elizabeth (VE3EZH)
Net Controllers Report – Tom (VA3KD)
Newsletter Report – Murray (VE3XLJ)
Miscellaneous Reports
Repeater Report - Doug (VE3HTR)
Web Report – Ed (VE3EAH)
ARES Report – Earle (VE3IMP
New Business
Discussion on simplex test and zoom meetings
Presentation:
none

Upcoming Events
None at present time

Adjournment:

Date, time and place of next meeting: Wednesday, June 30 2021 onVE3PGC or possibly Zoom. Virtual meetings till further notice

SEAWAY VALLEY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INC.
4672 O’Keefe Road
St. Andrews West, Ontario, K0C 2A0
Minutes of the General Meeting held at 7:00PM, April 28, 2021
Via RF Due to COVID -19

Present
Members attended this meeting: 13 members: Larry Giguere, President (VA3RSQ), Doug Pearson, Vice President (VE3HTR), Elizabeth Halliwell, Treasurer (VE3EZH), Chris Lauzon, Secretary (VA3CRR), Ed Halliwell
(VE3EAH), Murray MacDonnell, Newsletter (VE3XLJ), Joseph Tondreau (VA3JHT), Tom Todd (VA3KD), Dean
Brush (VA3BS), Gilbert Boudreault (VE3CFS), Roger Belanger (VA3GBV), Art Horovitch (VE3AIH), Suzan Horovitch (VE3EXN), Rick Palmer (VA3EV)

Opening
SVARC President Larry Giguere called meeting to order at 7:00 PM.
Old Business
Review and approval of the minutes from our previous Meeting of March 31, 2021. The Minutes were read
by Chris. Motion to approve by Liz and seconded by Roger, carried.
Reports

Treasurer’s Report:
Elizabeth reported that there was no change from last month.

Monday Night Net:
Tom reported for the Month of April we had 61 check in’s on VE3SVC, 70 on VE3PGC and 18 on DMR, for a
total of 149.

Newsletter Report:
No changes.

Technical Report:

No changes.
ARES Report:
Earle was not available.
Website update:
138 visits, 334 pages viewed.
50/50 Draw:
No draw due to RF meeting.

New Business
1. Art would like to start the net off as usual on VE3SVC, he will accept check ins and acknowledge
you. There will be no further communication. Afterwards he would like to go to 146.520 Mhz. Simplex and will call everyone in the order that they checked in on VE3SVC. This is a test to see who
can hear who in a worst-case scenario, if we lose our repeaters in the event of an emergency.
Please submit your results to Tom.

2. Murray asking if we still need to filter the treasurer report on the website. Most feel we should, as this is
common practice for any organization.

Presentation:
None due to COVID-19
Upcoming Events
None due to COVID-19
Meeting Adjourned:
Motioned by Larry at 7:26 PM

Next meeting:
To be held May 26, 2021 on VE3PGC at 7:00 PM. Minutes recorded by Chris Lauzon (VA3CRR)

WIRES (Wide-coverage Internet Repeater Enhancement System) is an Internet communication
system which expands the range of amateur radio communication. For WIRES-X, an amateur
node station connecting to the Internet is used as the access point and connects the wireless
communication to the Internet. Users' stations can communicate with other amateur stations all
over the world using a node within the radio wave range.
Have YOU tried it yet? Tune to 145.570 and check it out.

RAC Advanced Course for RAC Maple Leaf Operators: Summer
2021
Visit RAC.ca for details

Slow-Scan television (SSTV) - By Earle (VE3IMP)
With the help of Wikipedia, this is to share a mode of transmission with which I have been familiar and
using for some time.
Slow-scan television (SSTV) is a picture transmission method, used mainly by Amateur Radio operators,
to transmit and receive static pictures via radio in monochrome or color. A literal term for SSTV
is narrowband television. Analog broadcast television requires at least 6 MHz wide channels, because it
transmits 25 or 30 picture frames per second (in the NTSC, PAL or SECAM color systems), but SSTV
usually only takes up to a maximum of 3 kHz of bandwidth. It is a much slower method of still picture
transmission, usually taking from about eight seconds to a couple of minutes, depending on the mode
used, to transmit one image frame.
Since SSTV systems operate on voice frequencies, amateurs use it on shortwave (also known
as HF by amateur radio operators), VHF and UHF radio. The most popular frequency I have been using
is 14.230 MHz where the unusual tones may be heard. Below is a photo of a typical SSTC converter. If
anyone would like a SSTV demonstration, please do not hesitate to contact me.
73,
Earle

“I Talked To The King Of Spain”
I have always thought it would be fun to make a QSO with a famous ham. A short list
of past and present famous hams include: Marlon Brando FO5GJ, KE6PZH; Walter
Cronkite KB2GSD; Howard Hughes W5CY; Priscilla Presley NY6YOS; Patty Loveless
KD4WUJ; Donny Osmond WD4SKT; Tim Allen KK6OTD; Joe Walsh WB6ACU; and
King Hussein Of Jordan JY1 (who is said to have decorated his radio’s main tuning
knob with a large ruby).
On the evening of July 3rd, 2014 I was tuning around the 20 meter band when I
heard a huge pile-up. For me, there is a real thrill to breaking a large pile-up and this
was a big one. The station was AM07EU. A quick look-up on QRZ.com proclaimed it
to be “special call new King Of Spain Felipe VI.” The page’s main photo showed the
new King posing with his arms crossed, looking relaxed but regal. The callsign
AM07EU was printed above his portrait. The page was listed to a Spanish ham, who
was clearly His Majesty’s QSL manager. After several attempts at responding I decided that my 100 watts and a wire might not be up to the task of such a large pile-up.
But the Radio Gods were on my side that night and – BAMMM – he answered my call;
I responded with my own "VE3PVI, 59, Thank You", and I sat back in wonder. The first
person I told was my daughter who usually has no interest in my hobby, but this time
she seemed to be genuinely impressed. Next I phoned my mom and told her that I
had just talked to the King Of Spain! She appeared to be proud just to know me. I
emailed my sister Lori with the news and the next day I explained my good fortune to
the lady at the post office. She is familiar with my hobby from the many times I have
asked her for ‘interesting stamps’ for my QSL cards. This morning asked her for any
‘extra nice’ stamps because I contacted the King Of Spain. The expression on her
face conveyed to me that she was stunned by my amateur radio prowess, and she
took extra care to choose stamps that were fit for a king.

My sister is the opposite of me in that she is a detail oriented person. She did a
Google search and sent the results to me the next day. She found that,
“King Juan Carlos Of Spain will end his reign on 18 June 2014 and leave the monarchy to his son Felipe. In celebration of the event Spanish amateur radio operators are
allowed to use special prefixes from 18 June to 18 September.”
I felt the colour drain from my face. I had not contacted the King Of Spain at all but rather, some Spanish ham who was using the special event prefix. The first thought that
occurred to me was that now I need to tell my family that I had not talked to the King
Of Spain at all. Over the years my family has endured my sarcastic remarks and tendency to poke fun at them any chance I get. The implications of what payback could
be coming my way were startlingly clear to me. Their response was swift and brutal.
In fact, even seven years later my daughter sometimes asks me if I have “talked lately
to my buddy the King Of Spain.”
I never did tell the lady at the post office. And I still hold out hope that I will contact
some famous hams. It would be nice to have a collection of QSL cards from people
such as Tim Allen, Bob Heil, Joe Walsh, and maybe even the King Of Spain himself.
After all, his father Juan Carlos was a ham and every third full weekend in May, Spanish hams hold the “His Majesty The King Of Spain” contest. Who knows, maybe King
Felipe VI will pick up a study guide and claim his late-father’s EA0JC callsign. There is
still hope that someday I will again claim, “I talked to the King Of Spain.”

A sad note to pass on from ED, VE3EAH
To all,
I received a letter yesterday from Heidi Johl (VE3AMA) letting me know that Michael,
VE3AET ex VE2APT passed away on December 26th after a long illness. He was
84. Mike hadn’t been active in the Club in the past few years as his mobility had been
severely limited. From Montreal and active in the VE3RM club, Mike and Heidi moved
to the Alexandria area in 1992 after Mike’s retirement from Centrodyne, a company in
Montreal, that made and supported taxi meters. They built a home on Lakeshore Dr
and finished raising two daughters. A regular meeting attendee, Mike also regularly
visited local ham fests and flea markets. The family home has been sold and Heidi
will be moving to Richmond Hill in June.
Mike is survived by his wife Heidi, VE3AMA, and two daughters Bonnie and Debbie.
Heidi has a few items of Mike’s left which I will make arrangements to pick up before
the end of May. I have no idea what is there as we disposed of a lot of his items several years ago. I will list those on the Club website once they are in my possession.

Notice to Members
Looking at our Membership list and paid list for April, I made the following observation….
We have 28 paid members for 2021
We have 6 members who have not paid their dues for 2021, and
We have 6 members who have not yet paid their dues for 2020.

Please check your bank records and if you forgot to pay, please contact Elizabeth to make arrangements to pay the dues owing. Remember, the CLUB still needs to pay it’s insurance and
any ongoing expenses, so your small yearly contribution is vital!

Survey Said…
Well, in response to the approximately 40 surveys that I emailed out, I received a very discouraging
nine in return, ten if I include my own.
I really don’t know what to make of the extremely poor response. Here was an opportunity to express your interests in the various aspects of our Hobby so I could perhaps tailor the Newsletter to
more of YOUR interests and also to perhaps give our Executive a better handle on how the Membership would like to see the SVARC move forward post Covid. Perhaps we all have the Covid
Blues? The response was disappointing but perhaps it is just the ongoing covid pandemic and the
subsequent lockdowns that has dampened our enthusiasm. This state won't last forever and I hope
we can all look forward to engaging in our hobby and reaching out to each other and to new members to keep things interesting and growing.
So, I tried to boil down the response from 25% of your members and will present it here the best I
can.
Of the responses received, 100% worked 50 Meg and up. Most on VHF or UHF, and 80% worked
HF with 80% of those doing SSB and 20% CW. (So why are the repeaters so quiet)
Only 30% worked any HF on digital modes and only 20% were interested in digital on VHF and
UHF.
When it comes to contesting, only 10% seemed to be interested. As for antenna building..50%
showed an interest in that while 100% expressed an interest in project building.
For Club events, 50% expressed interest, and 40 % sought to chase awards.
The Club Station idea drew only 40% support while a mere 30% said they would help teach a class.

Now onto Activity Suggestions, Comments re Club Changes you’d like to see and ideas for “Raising
our Club Profile”.
Three ideas were floated for activities.
They were Fox/Bunny hunting, antenna building activities and a “Digital Mode” course via Zoom.
Ideas for changing our Club boiled down to three suggestions…
1. More communication with Club Members.
2. Hold Zoom Meetings and courses or training via Zoom.
3. Forming an Alliance with other Clubs.
Now, lastly but certainly importantly, the question was “How would you raise our Club profile. The
responses were as follows…
1. Training sessions via Zoom..perhaps Basic Ham Courses..
2. More community engagement. Newspaper articles during Covid and after Covid, invite Media
to our activities,
3. Engage the Media more.
4. Have a Club PR person to stay on top of local Media opportunities and exploit them.

Well there you have it. Thanks to all who sent in a response!

Another article for the SVARC newsletter. SST...from Art, VE3AIH
While it is intended for slow speed operators, I have found that few stations on 40m
CW are going less than 20WPM. Certificate hunters I guess.

Members of the K1USN Radio Club, who are also
members of the CW Operators’ Club (CWops), run
a one-hour slow speed CW “contest,” called the
SST.
For those who prefer a more leisurely CW pace or
are new CW operators or contesters, this just
might be what you're looking for!
US is now on Daylight Savings Time (DST)
SST UTC times do not change
Fridays 20:00-21:00 UTC: 4-5pm EDT
Mondays 00:00-01:00 UTC: 8-9pm EDT Sunday
(our new Friday SST details below)

K1USN SST
Please join
us!
Request a K1USN SST Event Station QSO Certificate

A submission from Art, VE3AIH
From the RAC bulletin last week: We have hiked the Smoky mountains several times and
it is absolutely beautiful.

Ham Radio to the Rescue
Amateur Radio Credited with Rescue of Back-Country Hiker in Tennessee
A back-country hiker was rescued from Great Smoky Mountains National
Park with assistance from Amateur Radio after she became exhausted on the trail
and possibly dehydrated. A member of the hiking group on the park’s Little River Trail,
Tim Luttrell, KA9EBJ, put out a call on the evening of April 11 via the
W4KEV linked VHF repeater in Gatlinburg, Tennessee, requesting assistance in
extricating the injured member. No cell phone service was available at the location,
and Luttrell’s signal was spotty at times, owing to the mountainous terrain.
Responding was David Manuel, W5DJR, who obtained more information and
called 911, which routed the call to Great Smoky Mountains National Park Emergency
Medical Service. The national park EMS relayed through Manuel a request for the
group to continue down the trail as far as possible to shorten the rescue time.
Manuel maintained occasional contact with Luttrell, who indicated that
all was well but his battery was low and that he would power down the radio in
Between contact attempts to conserve power.
Manuel continued to monitor the repeater system and got a call from
Luttrell indicating “all clear” shortly after 2 AM. Manuel later received a text
indicating that the family members had connected with the distressed hiker
and extended their thanks to all who had helped out. The injured hiker was hospitalized and required surgery and rehabilitation.

I recently visited the on-line Comm academy and found it quite interesting. Here is an article about
one event. Submitted by VE3AIH
Comm Academy
Burning Man Festival
This event takes place yearly just before Labor Day for 16 days in the Nevada desert. It is a festival
of Radical inclusion, “Decommodification,” Self reliance and Communal Effort, to name a few of the
goals. Most participants come from the US, but many from around the world for this unique experience. It is set up as a small town in a semi-circular layout stretching about two miles across with
“streets” and neighbourhoods. It stresses self reliance, so bring everything you need including food
and water. If you leave for any reason except a medical emergency, you have to buy another ticket
to get back in.
At the very center of the town is the “administration” where everything including emergency vehicles
are located and events are planned and approved. It is closed to all but the folks who run the
show. It features “mutant vehicles” created out of old cars, and anything else, parties and music,
and art creations. For decommodification, it’s quite expensive to attend. Pre season sales are
$1400 per person, plus $140 for each vehicle. Many participants spend another few hundred dollars
up to several thousands for costumes. Ticket prices when the event opens is about $450, if there
are any tickets left. The population of “Black Rock City” where the event takes place is about 50,000
people. There is an airport situated just outside the “city” where fixed wing aircraft and a helicopter
is on standby at all times for emergencies. Since one theme of the event is fire, there are frequent
fireworks displays and other propane- fuelled events like fire breathing dragons. This sometimes
leads to serious injuries. People sometimes fall off rotating displays as it turns and need medical
attention. At the end of the festival, the huge “burning man” is set afire and the installed pyrotechnics put on quite a show.
So where does ham radio come in? There are a number of repeaters spaced around the city for local comms and emergencies. They have ESD which is just like 911 and it uses CAD to track calls.
Emergency vehicles can be at a specific location within a few minutes. The most dangerous event
is fire, especially with RV’s packed closely together. A fire in one RV can easily jump to the surrounding ones, and all those RV propane tanks can explode. DMR radios are also used. But sometimes there are problems because people from overseas bring their Tier III radios which interfere
with the Tier II DMR radios that hams use. The Rangers act as “law enforcement”, but their first step
is to de-escalate a conflict. Sometimes shouting matches occur, and then “you just have to live with
the problem” if it cannot be resolved peacefully. This is especially true if there is a language barrier.
The Rangers do not actually have police powers, but they can call on local police from a nearby
town or county if things really get out of hand. To my knowledge, even with the gun culture in the
US, there have been no murders at this event. Everyone is supposed to be laid back and enjoy all
the strange goings-on. It was cancelled for this year, but participants can get a refund, or donate a
portion of their ticket cost back to the event for future years. It is a multi-million dollar business.
Photos (JPEG format) in order:
1. Teddy bears on parade
2. Sculpture of wire mesh and sand
3..The Burning Man
4. Flame throwing octopus
5. The Shark
6.Burning Man principles
7. Rotating warthog
8. Vehicle creation: RV near the top is actually a bar (climbing required)
9. Ham participation
10. ESD dispatch
11. Black Rock city

From Larry, VA3RSQ…
This will be on interest to those who like to use the USA repeaters..
After considerable investigation and work, here is some information on the Malone repeaters.
The 090 machine has obviously been out of service for some time now. It's still broken
and apparently the repeater frequency pair has been taken over by another group,
who is operating an uncoordinated repeater. This will be looked into, but in the meantime, the 225 machines have been reworked. There are now four of them:
Heath Hill - 147.225 with a PL of 77.0
Reynoldston - 147.225 with a PL of 110.9. This is a high power machine and should
reach the village of Malone, plus areas to the south and west
Goodman Road - 147.225 with a PL of 151.4 for local use and a PL of 100.0 to access
the Whiteface repeater. This repeater should cover all of the village of Malone easily,
and then some.
The repeaters on Reynoldston and Goodman Road have a generator backup.
We should be able to have our NFARS on-the-air meetings again, but will have to
have a time change. I would use the local Goodman Road repeater, so as not to
broadcast over Whiteface. However, anyone using the Whiteface repeater on its PL of
100 will also come across all the 225 machines. So, while we wouldn't interfere with,
say, the weather net, they would interfere with ours. I'd propose a 7:30 net time, but
I'm open to options.
Brian, WB2RYB - if I've made any errors in this email, please correct me.
Larry, VA3RSQ - if you would inform your group, it would be appreciated. I know there
are one or two members who used to call on the old 090 repeater to chat. They
should be able to hit at least one of the 225 machines.
Tom, KF2GC - please forward this information to whoever you might think appropriate.
I suppose NNYARA and the Potsdam group anyway.
Jim, KC2VMF - are there any other Tuesday night nets on Whiteface that would prevent us from having an NFARS net after the weather reports? I know they have an occasional health and welfare net, but don't know what day.
Marshall, KA2TSD

